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WE HAVE TESTED FOR YOU:
Canton GLE 496.2 26
Elac Uni-Fi FS O5 23
Focal chorus 716 24
KEF Q550 22
Wharfedale Diamond 11.4 27

STAND & DELIVER!
The floorstanding speaker formula is a familiar one,
so not much room for variation, you might think. Our
test group shows designers know otherwise
Michael Lang
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n the €1000 price class, you might
expect all contenders to be much the
same. But the candidates, gathered here
for testing, prove there’s room for innovation, variation, and different approaches
to sound. But which manufacturer knows
best how to make its floorstanding speakers deliver?
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Q FOR THE EIGHTH TIME
KEF has been building the Q series since 1991, and the 8th
generation has been with us since last year. How does the British
company stay up to date?

T

he idea of trickle-down technology,
where innovation in flagship models finds its way to lesser-priced
stablemates, is nothing new – but Chinese
company GP, which has owned KEF for
around two decades, trickles faster than
most. Only last autumn it launched the
second evolution of its all-aluminum sculptural "Muon"
speaker, which sells for more
than €150,000, and almost in
parallel presented the latest Q
series, incorporating much of
the flagship model, without
inappropriately inflating the
price. Not only has the design
of the Qs been refreshed in
this eighth generation, but
also the coaxial Uni-Q driver
has been optimized for a more
even dispersion and reduced
coloration, while at the same
time distortion has been minimized with a new conical
tweeter tube.
The effort involved in the
coaxial driver is really enormous: it uses more than 20
components,
precisely
matched to one another and
assembled with the highest
precision. The woofer, the
only one in the test group
to work on a closed cabinet,
also has a stronger “motor”
than before, plus a new aluminum diaphragm, modified suspension
and a stiffer chassis basket, and is supported by two passive diaphragms located
above and below it. The result, according
to KEF, is better midrange reproduction,
less distortion at higher levels and a more
precise response, with both midrange quality and lowered distortion also at the heart
of the crossover component selection.
The enclosure volume has also grown
compared to its predecessor, and yet in
this group the Q550 is still the smallest.
Even on its standard spiked stabilizing
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outriggers it remains below the one-meter
mark, and weighs just less than 15 kilos.

Warm and round
Warmth and generosity were the first
impressions during the listening: the
soundstage extended backwards into the
room, giving a very relaxed sound, absolutely suitable for long-term use. The KEF
isn’t an obvious hit and run thriller, but
rather shows its ability in a more refined
manner, never likely to irritate. That said,
it would benefit from a little more dynamism and attack, as became clear with
Rodrigo y Gabriella’s take on "Stairway
to Heaven", one of over 100 cover versions
of this classic. On the other hand, it
sounded sparkling on piano recordings,
albeit still a touch more reticent than the
competition.
With the T+A MP 1000 E feeding Octave’s V 110 amplifier, it was clear that the
KEF slightly blurred many tiny details
in "Take Five", although various choral
recordings were presented with a wonderfully wide soundstage and real insight into
the multitude of voices. At higher levels it
can compress, but it was absolutely coherent at “living room” volume and below.

 The coaxial chassis in the Q550 has
been further optimized and benefits from
the large models.
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ELAC'S SECOND WAY
German company Elac is famous for its JET tweeters, but in the
USA a second development center is going its own way.

E

lac has been spreading its development of late: the traditional side of
the company, based in Kiel on the
Baltic Sea, has been developing and producing record players and loudspeakers
for decades, while Andrew Jones and his
team of developers have been
working in the USA for the
past three years, thinking
about how music enjoyment
can be brought into the house
at a reasonable price.
And with Jones on the case,
it’s no surprise that the stateside team went for a coaxial
driver for midrange and treble
– after all, he designed and
tuned the globally acclaimed
TAD loudspeakers before
joining Elac. But whereas
then he had the financial freedom to develop state-of-theart loudspeakers for the Pioneer subsidiary, he has now
risen to the challenge of producing enchanting sound on
a tight budget.
In addition to the coaxial
driver, which combines a silk
dome tweeter and an aluminum ring radiator, designed
to ensure very even dispersion
and high imaging accuracy,
Jones has also used three
13cm woofers, each working
with its own bass reflex port
at the rear.
Also impressive are the stable, height-adjustable and spike-reinforced
outriggers for increased stability, while the
design is made neater by the completely
concealed driver fixings. In spite of the
tight budget, solid single-wired terminals
of fairly high quality are provided. Only in
terms of the glued reflex tubes, the crossover equipped with "normal" components,
and the drivers that are not magnetically
shielded, which is anyway almost entirely
superfluous today, the budget restrictions
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become apparent. Standing just under a
meter tall, the speaker weighs about 18kg,
which is another small sign for the Elac’s
rational price.

Hardly noticeable
compromises
In the listening room, the FS U5 delighted
with a bass that was nicely contoured, but
somewhat more brittle and less agile than
that of the Focal, or the visually very similar Canton. The coaxial tweeter/midrange
driver made sure that the Elac also
resolved complex sound structures very
finely, which was particularly apparent in
Berlioz's "Symphonie Fantastique", where
it gave the best insight of all the speakers
in this test group.
Tonally the Elac was very balanced,
without ever sounding reserved, showing
how well Andrew Jones and his team have
balanced the presentation. Wide dispersion ensures that two people can sit next
to each other on the sofa and experience
the precise graduation in width and depth
as well as the wide-ranging image, while,
in common with the other speakers in this
group, the maximum achievable volume
is more than sufficient for a rented apartment. The top-quality craftsmanship with
the stable outriggers is another argument
in favor of the speaker.

 The concentric driver, combining midrange and
tweeter, is at the heart of the Elac Uni-Fi series.
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FOCAL’S EVERGREEN
The Chorus 716 has been in production for five years, and remains
very popular. What’s the secret of its success?

A

long, fiery kiss, full of passion –
talk to owners of Focal’s Chorus
716, and you often get the
impression of a close relationship between
owner and speaker. The descriptions of
the qualities are highly enthusiastic – and
perhaps that’s the reason for the unusually
long production life of the
Chorus series in our
fast-moving world.
Focal relies on a mixture
of manual and automated
production, and consistency is an important
building block for its sound
success, which is why they
not only develop but also
manufacture in-house, in
St. Etienne. With Focal’s
legendary inverted-dome
tweeter, currently called
TNV2, the Chorus benefits
directly from the insights
gained in the costly Utopia
series: its surround uses a
special foam, called Poron,
to halve the distortion in
the range between two and
four kilohertz – with the
precision of its implementation ensuring this will
remain so even in longterm use and under varying
conditions.

stiffened. Its lacquered side panels add to
the visual appeal in combination with the
leather-covered top panel of the Black
Style finish – rosewood and walnut are
also available.
In the listening room, the 716 started
like the fire brigade, sounding extremely
lively and dynamic and already "there"
with little amplifier power. In terms of
tone, it showed minimal concealment
effects in the upper bass range, these only
noticeable in direct comparison to the
Canton (which is exemplary in this discipline, but lost out on sheer musicality).
The bass is clean, but with a touch of bite
and taste, creating a frisson: the Michael
Wollny Trio sounded absolutely coherent,
even in the applause, which too often
resembles rain hitting a tin roof – but not
here!
Changing to Ray Brown’s "Blues for
Groundhog", we again noted the clarity
of the bass – of course absolute extension
was missing, as was the case with all our
participants here, and yet this absence was
well covered. The drums were clearly outlined on the right behind the bass, the
piano sounding dynamic and with a clean
touch – everything was very well audible
and swinging, the sax splashing powerfully in between.
Simply, music lives through the Focal
– that's the way it should be.

Man & Machine
The two 16.5cm "Polyglass"
drivers – the upper of
which is a mid/bass unit,
and the lower used for bass
alone, tuned using a front-venting reflex
port – have been seen in various forms in
Focal speakers for three decades. They use
a cone made from light but well-damped
cellulose fibers, its surface treated with
microscopically small beads of quartz
glass, further increasing stiffness without
adding significant weight, resulting in a
particularly detailed midrange reproduction. The crossover is tidy, and the cabinet
both solid and internally braced and
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 Fine leather on the top panel – in the Black
Style finish – and shapely side panels make the
Focal look appealing.
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CANTON'S CLEAR LINE
Large-scale production and attention to detail are by no means mutually
exclusive, as Canton proves again with the GLE 496.2.

T

here’s no great secret to Canton’s
success: the family-run business
has been prospering for decades,
partly due to them drawing their inspiration from direct and close customer contact. The company exhibits at a number
of trade fairs and listens very carefully to
what clients want. This thinking has
informed the use of the aluminum/manganese tweeter in the GLE
496.2, which has previously
been reserved for more expensive models. It offers high resolution, promises Canton, but
suppresses any overemphasis
on the high notes. This ability
should inspire both the detail
freaks among you and those of
more moderate temperament,
who simply want to enjoy
music for hours at low volume.
The tweeter is partnered
with an 18cm midrange driver
and two 20cm woofers, tuned
with a reflex port. All use aluminum cones, redesigned suspensions and a triple-folded
surround from the third hence
newest generation. This
enables them to offer a larger
maximum excursion with
symmetrical force distribution
(in both inward and outward
movement).
If that sounds to you like lot
of high-tech for the money,
you won’t get any argument
from us, especially since the
crossover is also well-designed
with 12dB and 18 dB slopes, the
20kg cabinet is braced and stiffened several times and decoupling feet are
included. As further evidence of attention
to detail, the grille can be attached to the
back when not in use, while – in common
with other designs by Canton head developer Frank Göbl – the GLE 496.2 doesn’t
lack practicality. That comes in the form
of wide radiation of all frequencies, good
utilization of the supplied amplifier power
and, if necessary, party suitability.
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Joy on the grand scale
The sound was lively, with the aluminum/
manganese dome sounding clean and distortion-free, without any sharpness – as
was clearly audible with all kinds of brass
instruments. The speaker also scored
points with drum rolls, delivering them
with impressive power, while not concealing the wealth of other detail the music
had to offer.
How much joy a €1000 speaker can
bring was also shown with pianist Michael
Wollny accompanied by Eva Kruse and
Eric Schäfer on "em", one of the countless
artistically and sonically convincing ACT
CDs: what was heard was so intense that
sideline activities were immediately
stopped, simply because one was drawn
so entirely into the music. Even though,
as expected, not all of the trio's fascination
was reproduced in the listening room –
for that one would need a much more
accomplished (and expensive) speaker –,
it was almost impossible not to be captivated by the atmosphere of this live
recording from 2010.

The grille can be
fixed to the back panel
when not in use; the
design is bass reflex,
with single-wire
terminals 
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BRITISH HEAVYWEIGHT
The Diamond 11.4 is no featherweight, but offers a sound as
mature as it is remarkable at the price.

W

harfedale’s Diamond 11.5
weighs some 24kg, about 25%
more than most of its competitors in this test, and yet there’s nothing
hefty in its appearance: indeed, the speaker
looks relatively slim and room-friendly.
The developers led by Peter Comeau
weren’t keen to slim down the technology either: the bass
drivers have a very stiff,
ribbed basket and a
flow-optimized design,
improving their vibration
behavior and thus the
impulse response, while
also reducing early reflections hitting the cone.
Powerful magnets should
ensure clean bass reproduction and proper sensitivity, while the voice
coil has also been worked
on, resulting in reduced
inductance, controlled
magnetic flux density and
low distortion. Also clever
is the "progressive suspension" – the very lightweight foam driver-surrounds, in conjunction
with the particularly longstroke voice coil construction, should ensure an
impeccable midrange and
absolutely unusual linearity and reproduction precision in this price range.
All this only works, says
Comeau, because the Kevlar cone material is also
spe- cially treated to ensure optimum harmony with the foam surround.
Meanwhile, the fabric dome tweeter is
driven not with standard neodymium in
the “motor”, but ferrite magnets for
smoother reproduction.

which played unobtrusively and harmoniously from the start. There was nothing
pushy about the sound, the speaker showing its good manners with every kind of
music, thanks to a decent bass, a very natural midrange – as was obvious with various voices from opera to rock – and
relaxed and stress-free appearance at all
neighbor-placating levels.
So it’s no wonder that the unanimous
opinion was that the Wharfedale is a very
good all-rounder, with a very distinguished sound, but never lapsing into that
stereotypical British nobility and restraint,
sometimes perceived as a certain lack of
temperament. It’s somewhat less lively
than the fiery Focal, which sounds
extremely captivating, but the Wharfedale
is anything but lame. It encourages you
not to rush to the “highlight arias” of an
opera, but instead to be shown that it is a
complete work of art and not just a collection of songs. Consequently the
Wharfedale may not really be suitable for
the youthful “instant gratification” listener, but it is definitely a solid choice for
the mature music lovers, especially those
who can’t – or don't want to – spend a
fortune, yet nevertheless strive for musical accomplishment.

Impeccable manners
In the listening room, neither the Octave
V110 amplifier nor the Exposure 1010
had a problem with the Diamond 11.4,
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 Wharfedale uses Kevlar diaphragms and foam surrounds for
midrange and bass drivers.
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KEF Q550

ELAC UNI-FI FS 05

FOCAL CHORUS 716

around €1000
(Available in black or white)
Dimensions: 30 x 93 x31 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 5 years, Contact: Kef
+44 1622 672 261, uk.kef.com

around €1400
(Available in black or white)
Dimensions: 18 x 98 x29 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 2 years
Contact: ELAC
+49 431 647740, www.elac.de

around €1200
(Available in black, rosewood and walnut)
Dimensions: 22 x 95 x 31 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 5 years
Contact: Focal
www.focal.com

A very well made three-way bass reflex floorstanding loudspeaker, with coaxial midrange/
tweeter. The sound is neutral to warm, and
imaging very good when the speaker is
toed-in toward the listening position, but
it shouldn’t be placed too close to the wall.

Incredibly dynamic and spirited 21/2-way
speaker that comes with free goosebumps!
Easygoing when it comes to amplifier
matching and installation. The finishes make
it very décor-friendly; the grille is removable,
spikes and protective floor-cups included.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

DC resistance
4 Ohm
Minimum impedance
4.8 Ohm at 430 Hz
Maximum impedance
17 Ohm at 30 Hz
Sound pressure level (2.83 V/m)
86.2 dBSPL
Power for 94 dBSPL
12.5 W
Lower cut-off frequency (-3dBSPL)
44 Hz
Distortion factor at 63/3k/10k Hz
0.3/0.3/0.1 %

DC resistance
4 Ohm
Minimum impedance
4.5 Ohm at 150 Hz
Maximum impedance
16.4 Ohm at 2350 Hz
Sound pressure level (2.83 V/m)
89.4 dBSPL
Power for 94 dBSPL
5.8 W
Lower cut-off frequency (-3dBSPL)
40 Hz
Distortion factor at 63/3k/10k Hz
1.0/0.3/0.1 %

LAB COMMENT: Average efficiency, non-critical impedance response and very low distortion. Frequency
response with slight midrange emphasis and quite good
bass extension. Step response with slight secondary
oscillations.

LAB COMMENTARY: Quite balanced frequency re
sponse with good extension. Sensitivity is very high,
impedance response is uncritical and distortions are
very low, especially in the midrange and high-frequency
range. Step response with secondary oscillations.

The Q550 is the smallest floorstanding
speaker in the eighth-generation Q series:
the 21/2-way design uses two passive
bass radiators to amplify low frequencies.
The sturdy outriggers are equipped with
height-adjustable spikes, and the sound is
extremely warm, which is ideal for a rather
sparsely furnished environment..
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

DC resistance
4 Ohm
Minimum impedance
3.9 Ohm at 190 Hz
Maximum impedance
19.5 Ohm at 2300 Hz
Sound pressure level (2.83 V/m)
84.2 dBSPL
Power for 94 dBSPL
37 W
Lower cut-off frequency (-3dBSPL)
55 Hz
Distortion factor at 63/3k/10k Hz
1.0/0.1/0.1 %
LAB COMMENTS: Moderate efficiency, requiring a
bit more amplifier power, but the impedance curve is
uncritical and the coaxial driver almost distortion-free.
The bass cut-off is quite high, and the frequency
response gradually decreases towards the treble.
Step response good.

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

62 %

SOUND QUALITY

63 %

SOUND QUALITY

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

OUTSTANDING
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64 %
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CANTON GLE 496.2

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 11.4

VERDICT
MICHAEL LANG,

Managing Editor

around €1050
(Available in Black, White, Makassar)
Dimensions: 21 x 106 x 31 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 5 years, Contact: Canton
+49 6083 28730, www.canton.de

around €1000
(Available in black or white)
Dimensions: 22 x99 x32 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 5 years
Contact: Wharfedale
www.wharfedale.co.uk

The Canton is a three-way bass-reflex speaker with a rear port, and a sound that’s
neutral but still full of joy. It’s crisp, dynamic,
and stable if required – impressive for the
money. It delivers generous bass, and also
works well with less powerful amplifiers
– just don’t use it too close to the wall.
Single-wiring terminals, and the grille can
be attached to the rear for storage.

High-quality three-way floorstanding
loudspeaker downward-venting reflex port,
which means the Wharfedale is suitable for
installation close to walls, and toe-in isn’t
required for the best imaging. Spikes are
included, the grille attaches magnetically,
and the foil wrap looks amazingly similar
to veneer.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

DC resistance
4 Ohm
Minimum impedance
4.2 Ohm at 440 Hz
Maximum impedance
10 Ohm at 63 Hz
Sound pressure level (2.83 V/m)
91.2 dBSPL
Power for 94 dBSPL
3.2 W
Lower cut-off frequency (-3dBSPL)
33 Hz
Distortion factor at 63/3k/10k Hz
0.8/0.3/0.1 %

DC resistance
4 Ohm
Minimum impedance
4.2 Ohm at 160 Hz
Maximum impedance
13 Ohm at 68 Hz
Sound pressure level (2.83 V/m)
92 dBSPL
Power for 94 dBSPL
3.1 W
Lower cut-off frequency (-3dBSPL)
46 Hz
Distortion factor at 63/3k/10k Hz
0.3/0.1/0.3 %

LABORATORY COMMENT: Quite linear frequency
response with deep bass, high efficiency and low
distortion. The impedance curve is also uncritical,
and only the step response shows clear secondary
oscillations.

LABORATORY COMMENT: Slightly unstable frequency
response with high-frequency boost on axis, which
disappears beyond 30°. Good efficiency, uncritical
impedance curve. Low distortion in all frequency
ranges.

SOUND QUALITY

64 %

SOUND QUALITY

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

OUTSTANDING
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63 %

A

stonishingly, the
speakers in this
group deliver sound
quality one might not
have expected at this
price level, and also
show that skilled designers can work
wonders even on a tight design and
production budget.
Impressive, too, is the variety of solutions those engineers found: the pricing
may be similar across the group, but the
technology is anything but – and for that
all the manufacturers involved deserve
praise. KEF and Elac use coaxial drivers
to create an authentic spatial image while
tackling the earlier tonal weaknesses of
this technology, while Canton, Focal and
Wharfedale are convincing with their
implementation of, and variations on,
classic design thinking.
Of course, that also means each of the
five pairs of speakers has its own tonal
characteristics. The KEF is particularly
warm, while the Elac and the Wharfedale
are inconspicuous and honest, even at
moderate levels, but shy away from party
mode. However, the Focal and Canton
speakers are the proof of the qualities you
can bring together at this price level: they
sound as natural and neutral as possible,
reveal an enormous wealth of details, are
tight and fast in the bass, and acoustically
disappear as far as possible, if set up
correctly.
What’s more, if you want to get your
neighbors hammering at your front door
again, either of these designs is up for
the sport, and will do so with a lot less
complaint than you’re about to hear!
The fact that the Focal, the oldest
participant in our group, is still very much
on the pace speaks for the French company's ability, and thus earns extra praise.
But the ability of all the development
departments concerned to create good–
or even great – sounding speakers on
limited budgets commands our respect,
and is also testament to the power of
modern development tools and measuring
equipment when it comes to excluding
undesirable characteristics and optimizing
performance.

